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Prostate cancer (PC) remains a significant medical burden in the United States. The American cancer society's estimates for 
PC in the US for 2013 are: about 238,590 new cases, 29,720 deaths. Suppression of gonadal androgens by medical or surgical 

castration remains the mainstay of treatment for patients with advanced PC. However, the response to treatment is not durable, 
and transition to a castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) state is inevitable and incurable. The CRPC cells overexpress 
functional AR, mutated AR, and most importantly AR isoforms called AR splice variants devoid of the ligand-binding domain. 
Therefore, current drugs have no effect on AR splice variants implicated in the progression of PC into CRPC. We envision that 
effective treatment of CRPC patients will require new drugs that can modulate all forms of AR such and AR down-regulating 
(ARD) agents (ARDAs).

For the development of ARDAs, we applied combined analog-based, random screening and medicinal chemistry approaches. 
Initially, we generated a pharmacophore model for virtual screening and also screened in house compound library. We found 
VN/124-1 (Phase II clinical candidate) a potent CYP17 inhibitor as hit with mild ARD and anti-androgen activities. Synthetic 
modification of VN/124-1 resulted into a lead with specific ARD activity (full length and splice variant AR) with no observed 
secondary activity. Further lead optimization resulted in steroidal and nonsteroidal agents as potential clinical candidates. All 
approaches and stages involved in the development novel ADRAs will be presented.
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